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INSURANCE LITIGATION
Risk minimisation is the ultimate goal of insurance.
Its purpose is to buy peace of mind and to soften
the financial blow should the worst case scenario
occur. Insurance claims can however, lead to
complex coverage disputes and professional
negligence claims and Lawyer Monthly speaks
with Insurance Litigation Partner, Nicola Maher of
Edwin Coe LLP, who discusses the recent and future
changes and developing trends in insurance law.
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The Insurance Act 2015 (the Act),
which came into force on the 12th
August 2016, represents one of the
most significant reforms of insurance
contract law in the UK in the last
century. The Act came about as a
result of a Law Commission review
into insurance law which was felt, at
the time, to be weighted heavily in
favour of the insurer.
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avoidance.
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As a professional whose practice
focuses on insurance litigation what
have been the recent changes in the
regulatory environment regarding
insurance in the UK?
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Cyber business interruption losses;
Privacy breach costs;
Cyber extortion;
Damage reinstatement/asset
replacement expenses;
Media liability;
Cyber forensic support.

As this area of insurance grows,
and the need for it becomes
more widespread, it follows that
insurance brokers who fail to bring
the availability of cyber cover to
the insured’s attention, or who fail to
obtain adequate cyber cover, are
going to be at risk of litigation.
How will the new regime change
things, in particular for policyholders
and/or insurance brokers?
Disputes
between
policyholders
and insurers have depended, to a
large extent, on the particular class
of insurance. It is common to see
specific wording and claims issues
particular to certain sectors such
as the D&O market, the property
market, the construction market,
and the combined liability market.
Many disputes arise from the
information purportedly presented
or not presented to insurers at the
time the risk was first placed or on
renewal i.e. alleged non-disclosures
or misrepresentations. Breach of
policy terms, conditions, warranties
and conditions precedent is also
a common cause of disputes, as
is underinsurance. In turn, these
disputes often lead to claims against
insurance brokers for a failure to
ensure placement of adequate

scope of persons whose knowledge
is relevant. They will need to consider
the use of formal questionnaires in
addition to site visits and discussions
and will have to ensure they keep
records of those discussions if they
are to avoid or rebut any arguments
over the duty of fair presentation.
The broker also has a duty to ensure
that the insured understands how
to go about making disclosure in
accordance with the Act and will
need to advise on the merits or
otherwise and appropriate terms of
“contracting out” of the Act.
Whilst the “fair presentation” regime
may appear to be onerous for
policyholders, it should have some
significant benefits including greater
certainty for those policyholders who
are well-organised and engaged
with their insurance arrangements,
in addition to more commercially
flexible and proportionate remedies

The onus is now on the insurer
to demonstrate what it would
have done had it received a fair
presentation of the risk and remedies
include:
-

Avoidance;
The application of alternative
terms; and
A proportionate reduction on
payment of the claim which is
reflective of a higher premium.

Is there still a place for ADR in
insurance disputes?
Absolutely. It is well-known that
litigation is prohibitively expensive,
takes place in the public domain,
is often protracted, and can be
damaging to commercial interests.
In many cases it makes sense for
the parties to adopt alternative
mechanisms to settlement, such
as without prejudice discussions
or mediation, which is conducted
in private and can lead to earlier
resolution.
In my experience, insurance claims
benefit from some form of ADR, and
more and more policies are including
clauses which oblige the parties
to seek resolution by ADR such as
arbitration or mediation. However,
insurance disputes are complex
and require a genuine commitment
by the parties to the process and a
good mediator in order to achieve
resolution.
ADR allows the parties to more
candidly identify their true obstacles
to settlement and to address
contract issues and possibly a more
creative form of resolution whilst
also being a cost-effective way of
resolving disputes quickly. LM
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